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Response to Request for Information
 
Enforcement of coronavirus lockdown
  
I can confirm that the information requested is held by Wolverhampton Council. I list 
below the information that is being released to you. 

In your request you asked:

I would like to know about your authority's role in enforcing coronavirus 'lockdown' 
restrictions in the 5 weeks since 23 March 2020. 

I would like to know – 

1. Please state whether your local authority has closed any public spaces or rights of 
way in response to the lockdown (for example, beach or beauty spots, carparks 
near beach or beauty spots, footpaths, public parks). Please state the public 
space that was closed and the reasons for closure?  Parks and open spaces 
remained open during the crisis circa 270, with the exception of Pendeford Nature 
Reserve and Northycote Farm.

2. Whether your authority has issued fines for Public Spaces Protection Orders 
(PSPOs) since 23 March, to enforce the lockdown (for example, enforcing PSPOs 
against standing in groups, or using PSPO dispersal powers). Please give the 
number of PSPO fines issued and the offences for which they were issued; and 
the number of any dispersal orders issued? No

3. Whether any CPNs have been issued since 23 March (for example, requiring 
someone to stay in their property). Please give the number and nature of CPNs 
issued, if possible including the CPN text? None

4. Whether local authority officers are patrolling to enforce lockdown measures 
contained in the 'Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) Regulations 2020' 
or the 'Coronavirus Act'. Please give the number and nature of local authority 
officers patrolling (for example, street wardens); and details of any 
fines/interventions? No we are not patrolling we are conducting enforcement and 
compliance activities as the need requires.

5. Please state if the local authority has empowered any private security companies 
to enforce during the lockdown, for example to fine people for PSPO violations. 
Please state the company involved and whether any fines have been issued by 
this company? No
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Please quote the reference number 1627725 in any future communications.

If you are dissatisfied with the handling of your request, you have the right to ask for an 
internal review. Internal review requests should be submitted within two months of the 
date of receipt of the response to your original letter and should be addressed to:
 
Information Governance Team
Governance
City of Wolverhampton Council
Civic Centre
St. Peter's Square
Wolverhampton WV1 1SH
 
Email: foi@wolverhampton.gov.uk
 
If you are still dissatisfied with the Council’s response after the internal review you have 
a right of appeal to the Information Commissioner, contact details can be found on their 
website: www.ico.org.uk
 

http://www.ico.org.uk

